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bodypump is a great workout for people who are new to les mills programs, or those looking to build
on the strength and conditioning theyve achieved with other les mills classes. its also great for those
who want to refine their own moves through an elite class environment. every les mills class is
designed to be a progression from the previous version. not every class uses the same music, same
choreography, or the same exercises. bodypump is no exception. youre up against the clock in this
class as your moves are being played back to you. never before have i seen such a high-energy, high-
intensity workout. we are pushed to the edge. but its the kind of edge youll want to take back to
your life. the music is the core of the program, and this release is solid. my favorite is the mixed
terrain track (a million dreams from the movie the greatest showman); this was a surprise for me, as
i dont typically like musicals. the returning artists are kygo, sandro cavazza, sigala, john newman
(remember him being in heavy rotation during the early rpm 60s), and seven lions. the big news is
the new collection of equipment. its the first time theyve made this big a change in so many years.
we used to live in the world of resistance bands and bands, says carter. but that wasnt enough; now
weve got products for training, cardio and weight training. there are 50 new products, from the new
body in motion core trainer to the massive bodygrow leg trainer. even the weight training
equipment, says carter, is better than its ever been. at the moment, i dont have much to say about
the equipment, says mills, before turning his attention to the next technical topic: a new range of
yoga techniques that will be taught and demonstrated during the trip.
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